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A Chinese Consumer's Guide to
Becoming a Certified Wine Geek ( Part II )
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I now continue with my suggestions for all aspiring Chinese
wine geeks. If you successfully digested Steps One, Two and Three
of Part I (October, November 2007 and January 2008 LifeStyle),
you're ready for Step One of Part II. Remember you will be tested
every time you are among your socially aspiring and already “arrived” friends on your new found wine knowledge that seems to
surpass the little they actually know about wine: So, be prepared to
prove yourself. If you follow my advice, you have nothing to fear.

Step One: Your Wine Cellar
Of course, no self-respecting, Certified Chinese Wine Geek
worth his salt would ever admit to not having a great wine collection
or “cellar” (because most people
store their wine in their cellar or
basement). Your collection has to
start somewhere, so unless you have
unlimited resources, the key is to always buy wines of excellent quality;
even if it takes you longer to accumulate a decent quantity of wines
that you like, nobody will ever be able
to say your collection is not
respectable. And, hey, there is no
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humidity). Your cellar temperature should be about 55F/12.8C (it
may vary over each 24 hour period between 55F/12.8C to 63F/17.
2C without damage to your wine), while the humidity should be 66%.
Your storage place should have good air circulation and you need to
keep your cases or bottles of wine off the floor. Most people buy
wooden shelves or place pallets on the floor if you are stacking cases
to allow the air to circulate under as well as around the wine.
If your area is in a small or medium sized room, the most efficient way to insure the right temperature and good humidity is to
purchase a combination temperature-humidity control unit that works
with a thermostat to keep the temperature as you desire it and a
sensor to keep the humidity in the range that best preserves the
wine. You want some moisture in the air to help keep the corks in
the bottles from drying-out and allowing oxygen to reach the wine in
the bottles. Of course with the new metal screw caps, these wines
are not affected by a lack of humidity; however, you are still sure to
have a number of wines with corks, so you still need to maintain the
proper humidity. The best places to shop are: www.wineenthusiast.
com/ and www.winespectator.com/.
The best way to accumulate a wine collection is to buy one
bottle a week or every other week or once a month; whatever you
can comfortably afford. Budget an amount you can afford to spend
on building your wine cellar just like you would your rent or mortgage payment. You will be surprised how quickly your collection
starts growing. Purchase an equal amount of reds, whites and
Champagne until you have say 72 bottles in all, because this way,
if you need to drink some of it, unless you are entertaining more
than one or two couples, you should always have a variety of wines
that would compliment any meal. Once you reach 72 bottles, focus on the types of wines you really like the most. Of course what
you like will change over time (as your palate matures or “driesout”, going from sweet to dry). Live from China, I am Red Fred
Fred.
To be Continued…



